Introduction. Since S. G. MEI.rN introduced the conept of the symbol of a singular integral operator 50 years ago [24] , mathematicians working in various fields realized the importance of the fact that the structure of problems governed by convolutional 'type equations reflects in properties of the Fourier symbol function' or matrix function, respectively. Wiener-Hopf equations and systems of them 'represent one of those fields Their nature and explicit solution is directly connected with the factori--zation of the Fourier symbol, see the famous papers by . 1. GOHBERO and, M. G. KREIN ' [8] up to the recent monographs by-S. G. MIKIILIN and S. PRöSSDORF [25] and others [13, 16, 271 .
The problems treated here yield symbols in a particular algebra of non-rational matrix function's, for which we present a constructive fdctorization procedure. The basic idea: s differ'completely from those which are used for rational matrix functions, see [4, 5, 7, 9] .
We shall concentrate on four boundary. value problems which have been posed by .VD. KUPRADZE [15] , but like to mention that the , method applies also to other boundary value arid transmission problems, see' [21, 29, 30] for admissible boundary operators and [1-3, 6, 10, 14, 17, 18 , 31] for background.
1.
Formulation of the problems. Let I = {x E 1R3 : x1 > 0, x3 = 0}, Q = JR3 -and boundary data, g ± be given in the vector Sobolev space H-1/2(E)3. We look for a. weak solution u € H' (Q)3 of ill S2, ' V±u=g on Z± , ' (2) where ) ) , U ) w, n are known' constants, which satisfy y, > 0, 2 + 21u > 0, Re w, Im w> 0 [1] .-The boundary data Vu which are always considered as functions defined on the full plane ( on E-, respectively. For Diiichlet data, the given components naturally are assumed to belong to thetrace space 11 112 (E) instead of H-112 (L'). Moreover, it is well known, that the jumps
of a . a , solution of (1) across th . plane x3 -0 are zeio for' x 1 < 0, in other words: the jumps across the boundary [U J ]r € H'/2 (L')3, [Tu] z € H-' 12(L')3 are extendable'by zero within the Cauchy data spaces H ±112 ( 2 ) 3 (the manifold I c W. is identified with a subset of 1R2 ). This operator theoretically important fact can be seen as a compatibility condition for the data and is often formulted as meaning column vector functions withcomponei ces'ofH±1/(&2) distributions supported on I.
• ts in the closed subspaces Therefore it makes sense to reformulate the boundary conditions (2) by use of the jumps (3), and, for symmetry, the sums of the data {u} 0 = u0 + U0-, {Tu} 0 = UT +'.UT So formulae (2) are transferred into transmission conditions where one of the data sets
• / (6.1)'
• :
• is given on I. We denote by J P1, I 1, 11, III, 1V, the boundary value problem that • corresponds to (1) and (61).' The Dirichiet problem P l I has already been treated by a • simplified approach in [23] . The present more rigorous calculus also works ( 
given on the banks of L'. In regard. of the equivalence to a Wiener-Hopf system the -.method applies also to (i) arbitrary plane Lipschitz domains (cracks) E,-(ii) different media filling the half-spaces x3 > 0 and x3 < 0, respectively, and (iii) a second pairbf conditions of type (7) instead of. (3) on the complementary half-plane R I -E 'as --, well, see analogue investigations for: the Helmholtz equation [20] [21] [22] 281 . .
-. 2. Representation of it by data on the plane x3 = 0. We consider now the half-space x E 1R 3 : x > 0}, a solution u € H'(Q) 3.of (1) , Lu = 0in Q, the resulting -.Dirieh)et data u = € HI/z(IRS )3 due to the trace theorem, which yields continuous dependence u -u0± , and ask for the inverse relation u 0 --> u+ , which means-correct solution of the ' Dirichlet problem for (1) in Q. We use the notation
+22, and, for brevity, 
or brefIy (dropping the dependence on x and ) -
"where the column vector
• ' • ,
•.
• . .
• 12
where, despite of the boundedness of E 1R2 , the matrix elements can grow like 0 (2) as -* co according to
II -0o.
• (12) This means that Dirichlet data u0 € Hh12 (IR2)3 yield only ansatz data 9 9€ H-32 (1R2) in general, hut, however, the corresponding half-space solution u is still in H1(Q)3
•
• . accordiig to an asymptotic cancellation of higher order terms - (8) , (9) and (14) , respectively, i/f those hal/-space solutions satisfy
-
This is also a consequence of Proposition 1. The traction jump condition can be
• replaced by the Neumann jump condition f1 = u -u 1 = 0 on 1R2 -Z (which leads to equivalent but slightly less esthetic formulae).
3. The calculus of boundary operators and their Fourier symbol matrix functions. We study "further, relations betwden boundary data on x 3 = .0 of half-space solutions of, L'u = 0 in Q or Q, respectively. From the preceeding formulae the following • data are in i-1-c6rrespondene and related by convolution (translation inyariant)
1t is easy to see that 02, follows from 02j-I by replacing 11 by _ t 1 and 12 by -t We now list all these matrices (E1R3): - / 0 rows\ -
• 122 2
One observes many common (more or less relevant) properties of these mlt4rix functions (19) form an algebra 4X• Linearcombinations of boundary data mentioned in (7) 
Further function theoretic (holombrphy) and operator theoretic (mapping) i
properties will be analyzed later. Here we present some algebraic insights, which are • most useful for explicit factorization, and introduce for thispth-pose
•-.
•-
,where, I = (i --32)1I2 Jor € iP. R, * =R, , Tm R,() = 0 for € 1R2.
Furthermore the vecto .° satisfies - 
The determinant and inverse of 0 have the form
ae -cd I ae -cd
Rem5arks: 1. For the proof it is convenient to show firstly by use of Lemma 2 det (aR 1 + bl?2) ab, '. = .
I-
-' ,12 ----------:_-_-
Corollary 3: The inverse matrices due to (18) read (30)
The remaining natrices can be written as j • . W = W, acts into a vector Sobolev space with components in H±lIl(Z) dependent on the type of the problem 9) = JP1 , I= J, II, III, IV (or others, see (7)),. respectively. 
2.
Since the reduction to a 3 x 3 system and the space setting are obvious, we only have to prove the bijetivity of A, i.e.
This is not trivialbecause of the unboundedness of' 1 -1 , but it follows most evidently from the explicit matrix function representations given later in (43), (46), (47) I (13) , (14) where The operator theoretic str'ucture of the systems can be analyzed in advance and very detailed after lifting W on L2(E)3 by Besse l-potential operators [211, a transformation from IR on the unit circle (Cayley transformation or sterographic projection [24] ), and by use of the theory of Cauchy type singular integral equations [25] . We iefer, to [21, Sectidn 3] for details. It turns out, for instance., that (37) is necessary for the Fredholni property of W, which is'equivalent to the invertibility [27] . The partial winding numbers of the lifted symbol determinants are aivays zero-for the canonical problems, since these determinants are even functions in and But the elements of the lifted symbol may have, jumps at E -+ for further problems, see (7) , which then corresponds to higher singularities of Vu at x = 0, see [29, 30] ; Here we concentrate on the explicit factorization'of the (unlifted) symbols.
Corollary 4: 31 is well-posed for all data, if / W is inveitible. Then the soliUion u is given for instance in terms of the Dirichlet data by
• 5. Related symbols. We are going to determine the Fourier symbol matrix functions VB. of B_ in (33.1), its inverse Wj, the 6 x 6 matrices W = W1 , l = I, II, III, Iv, from (32) as well as the 3 x 3 blocks of the reduced versions 0 = 01 ,in (37). (18) , where the secotid block column coincides with the first one up to certain signs; which fact we describe symbolically by - .. where
L e in in a
..
• Proof: Formulae (32), (33.1), (17) and (41) 
The rest of the proof consists in the exchange of some rows and columns in the last formula for !P1 I
S -
Remark: The pure Dirichlet problem has already been solved in [23] by amodified approach, which could also be used to treat the traction problem. In our opinion, the present more rigorous calculus shows clearer how the mixed type boundary symbols 0 7 and 0. come into the game -even for the pure problems LPI and T11.
A completely analogue calculation for the Dirichlet problem yields the corresponding formulae (just replace 0. by ø and P by 0, in the last proof): 
11=1 .
•
The reduced symbols read, see (18) , (29), (28) , 
00-
with t() = , j(22 -k22)"2 , and thefr inverses are essentially bounded (except at 2 =0) with respect to € JR2• Note that this is more than is needed in the classical (function' theo'r'etic) Wiener-}Iopf 1procedure [19, 26; 321, which requires only algebraic growth at infinity and admits a finite number'of zeros and poles in C, in order to find the explicit solution of a single problem (instead of the inverse W-' Which additionally'yields the correctness of J) and a priori estimates of'the solution in terms of the data).
Secondly w(; prove that (48Y with properties (i)-(iii) leads to an operator (theoretic) factorization of Ahe basic convolution operator
'
With respect to' the pair . of Sobolev spaces H 1I2( R2) 'and appropriate projectors -P,, '2' which enab)es us to present W-' in the form, of a general Wiener-Hopf operatoi inverse [27] . . bern in a 5: Consider a 2 x 2 matrix function
where a ( . , 2) 
with +i=i.sgn2.
Proof: The factorization G = .(a_R 1 + b_R2 ) (a.R1 + b +R2 ) obviously has all .desired properties-but simple poles at = 4i I2I, see (20) . These cancel out, if the coefficients coincide at the corresponding point (consider the Laurent series) which theti happens simultaneously in both factrs according , to the symmetry. in of the f a c t o r s ( 5 1 ) o f a n e v e n f u n c t i o n a. Otherwise, introducing 2, we observe pole cancellatioh in the outer factors of (52). The remainding factorization of the rational (iii matrixiunction R is simply done by a standard technique [5, 23] 
I
• Remark: Non-even coefficients-would yield different 2, '2 in the plus/minus correction terms,-but this generalization is not needed here.
- 
are satisfied. 
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It is sufficient to factor only k 111 according to a symmetry argument for 0 1 , (ex-.change of left and right factorizations) ' We are going to present a constructive method, which also applies to other nonrational 3 x 3 matrix functions correspondent to elastodynamical boundary, value and transmission problems, see (7) . The basic idea is totreat the matrix (46), after removing the B2 term, like a 2 x 2 (block) matrix by our method presented in the last section. Since it is not possible to write this matrix in paired (block) form similar to (50) with projection matrices in the algebra 4 (the proof is left to the reader), oneneeds some preliminary transformations. These aremodifications of tricks, which are common for 2 x 2 matrix functions of Khrapkov type\
• wilh rational matrix functions Q1 and nOn-rational coefficients a1 [11, 12, The term 01 in braces can be written in block cómmutant form [11, 12, are complementary projection, matrices in 4, with rational entries. This enables us to write cP in paired form as the 2 x 2 blocks aR1 +-bR2 before, see (24) , and to follow those ideas using the computational rules of Lemma 3. We have .
-2 Obviously, b1 is a constant and b2 (, 2) can be factored with respect to the first -varib1e into b2 = b2_b2+ as . a regular Wiener algebra element with vanishing winding number. One obtains the following result. 
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